Managing Drug Shortages JUST GOT EASIER
A BETTER, FASTER PATH TO DRUG SHORTAGE MANAGEMENT

The unified solution designed to create a single source for healthcare providers and pharmacy teams to access evidence-based treatment information alongside your hospital’s current drug inventory status while providing hospital buyers with a consolidated view of drug availability across the supplier network.

ENTERPRISE-WIDE VISIBILITY
Provides full visibility of drug shortage data across entire health system with power to easily filter data down to individual campuses.

ALL-IN-ONE PROCUREMENT CENTER
Reduces the need to engage with multiple procurement vendors through a single, consolidated view of procurement options.

CENTRALIZED COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
Improves communications and mitigation strategies, action follow-through and reporting to key stakeholders.

FAST AND EASY IMPLEMENTATION
Reduces effort and time to benefit—our team will get your data into the solution and your team trained so you can start using the solution right away.

FULL SHORTAGE MANAGEMENT LIFE-CYCLE ADMINISTRATION
Encompasses the data, steps, and processes within one solution, eliminating the inefficiency of having to interface with multiple, one-off applications and systems.

EVIDENCE-BASED CLINICAL CONTENT WITH MICROMEDEX®
Evaluates important drug information, clinical evidence, and comparative efficacy alongside your hospital’s drug inventory, purchase history and utilization data.

“Before OrbitalRX, I had to search and scramble in meetings, pulling reports and numbers from multiple places, and now I can type in the drug name to get all of the details I need. It’s invaluable. OrbitalRX has become my one-stop-shop for shortage management.”

– Meghan, Pharmacy Buyer
ENGINERED FOR FAST AND EASY IMPLEMENTATION

**STEP 1:** PROVIDE THE TOOLS AND PROGRAMS YOU’RE USING
Our implementation team will sit with your stakeholders to address the important data to be mapped within your instance. We’ll cover inventory, catalogs, order history and more to help you leverage the data you need with only a few clicks of a mouse.

**STEP 2:** BUILD YOUR SOLUTION
You have more important work on your plate, so our implementation team will import the catalog data, assign permissions, and generate routine reports to make getting started even easier.

**STEP 3:** GAIN ACCESS TO INSIGHTS IN ONE PLACE
After your data and system is configured, you and your team will be trained on how-to-use the solution and regular follow-up check-ins will be scheduled.
WE FOCUS ON INVENTORY, SUPPLY CHAIN, WORKFLOW AND COMMUNICATION

INVENTORY
The OrbitalRX solution provides a real-time view of drug inventory, both across the health system and also within individual sites. Through a consolidated view, you have visibility into:

- the product you have on hand
- where it’s located
- how fast it’s being used
- history of what happened with the product

This inventory visibility enables you to proactively manage what’s happening within your health system.

SUPPLY CHAIN SOURCING OPPORTUNITIES
The solution provides a broader view as to what product is available and consolidates it into a single dashboard showing all potential medication alternatives and availability across multiple supplier catalogs.

This gives you the ability to:

- quickly see all options available in real-time
- spread out buying strategies
- have greater confidence in buying decisions

PHARMACY WORKFLOW & COMMUNICATIONS
OrbitalRX enables you to organize and automate medication information from across the health system and suppliers through a consolidated view, and take action based upon the relevant information. This eliminates the traditional methods of manually organizing the disparate data into spreadsheets that sit in stakeholder inboxes.
MADE FOR PHARMACISTS
BY PHARMACISTS

Adam Orsborn PharmD, MS
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With more than 25 combined years of experience as health system pharmacy leaders, we experienced firsthand the frustrations and increasing severities of shortages. Existing tools were disparate, and time-consuming. Business processes were disconnected and lacked transparency. Data was available but required enormous efforts to operationalize.

We believe we can do more things collaboratively, and with more transparency, that will help stabilize the national health system, make your health system operation the best it can be, and do it in a way that results in a better, more sustainable supply chain.

Recognizing the need for a better way, we developed a platform that empowers pharmacy leaders to begin automating medication shortage management workflows in a way that truly reflects the needs of pharmacy departments. In addition, we’ve collaborated with IBM Watson Health to incorporate the evidence-based drug and disease content of Micromedex. This all-in-one solution brings the power of clinical decision support and real-time situational awareness into your health system’s pharmacy workflow.
REAL-TIME DRUG INVENTORY MANAGEMENT COMBINED WITH EVIDENCE-BASED CLINICAL INFORMATION

OrbitalRX and IBM Watson Health® have collaborated to bring you the single source solution for healthcare providers and pharmacists to access evidence-based treatment information alongside a hospital’s current drug inventory status and drug sourcing options.

IBM® Micromedex® is designed to help hospitals and health organizations accelerate clinician access to evidence-based treatment information at the point-of-care, helping to improve efficiency and optimize patient care. For more than 45 years, Micromedex has been considered an industry-standard for clinical decision support and is used in over 4,500 hospitals and health systems across 80+ countries, and can be accessed anytime, anywhere.

This single solution helps evaluate important drug information, clinical evidence, and comparative efficacy, alongside the hospital’s drug inventory, purchase history and utilization data. Our goal is to deliver a trusted solution to help pharmacists and other healthcare providers streamline workflow and rapidly respond to drug shortages with appropriate, safe and effective alternative therapies.

“We chose to work with OrbitalRX because their leadership team has experience in the trenches, leading pharmacy services in a large, complex, academic medical center environment. They’ve been in our shoes and understand our challenges."

– Jim Lund, Director of Inpatient Pharmacy Operations